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CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF CLIENT AND
COUNSELOR ACTIVITY IN

CtI ENT-CENTERED TH ERAPY
Julius Seeman

Introduction note from J.S.:

I wrote the paper in 1951 (my first venfiire into stating my understanding of client-centered
therapy) because I had just taken the post of Research Coordinator at the University of Chicago
Counseling Center and felt the need to articulate my current view of CCT. I hope that it may be
of some interest as an early view of CCT as I understood it.

PERSONATITY ORGANIZATION AND THERAPY

In a system of therapy the psychological conditions set within the therapeutic hour stem
primarily from theoretical considerations regarding the nature of personality and leaming. In
client-centered therapy, the consideration regarding personality which more than any other
influerrces the psirchological climate of therapy is that which refers to the organism's drive for
self-actualization. We can take this concept to be a short-hand term for describing a complex of
pervasive factors in personality organization which define both the source of motivation for
therapy and the direction which therapy will take. In this way, we may accept as a premise that
the body is govemed not by anarchy but by a series of biologically given developmental laws or
regularities. When we refer to the drive for self-actualization, we are referring to the tendency
of the organism to stay within the orbit of these developmental laws. In our complex culture the
chances for intra-psychic disturbance of these laws are manifold, and thus the need for therapy
arises. In these terms we rnay ttrink of therapy as the removal or assimilation of these intra-psychic
disturbances and the return to organic order or integration, and the motivating force for therapy
as inherent in the integrative potential itself.

Our statement up to this point has more implications for commonality among therapies than
uniqueness, and indeed it is true that many formulations of therapy emphasize drives or
tendencies analogous to that of self-actualization. On the other hand, it also seems nue that the
various therapies differ among themselves with regard to the degree of emphasis given to the
foregoing postulates in the actual treatmentmethods. Aplausibleexplanation of ttrese differences
may be found when one examines the position which the concept of ambivalence holds in the
various theories--that is, in the importance attached to the countervailing tendencies in the human
organism, to those tendencies which make for perpetuation of maladaptive behavior. On this
point the analytic therapies give more weight to the fundamental nature of ambivalence in the
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individual than does client-centered'therapy; one example of this difference rnay be seen in the
central position which the concept ofresistance holds in analytic therapy, whereas this concept
is hardly touched upon as such in client-centered therapy. Tlrese differences become reflected
cleady in corresponding differences in therapeutic method. This question about the underlying
tendencies in personal organization remains as a focal point for the understanding of present
differences in theories of therapy.

The Process ofTherapy

In this section I should like not so much to set forth the sequence of steps in therapeutic
movement as we have observed them in practice and research, but rather to conjecture about the
quality of the therapeutic experience itself. In this connection it is instructive to note how certain
responses are often described in trvo-fold terms. Thus we have the distinction between intellectual
andemotional, between contentand feeling, between theimplications of colorandform in human
expression. Carson McCullers ( l95l ) has stated these distinctions in the direct way that novelists
sometimes have of capturing experience when she wrote, "The mind is like a richly woven
tapestry in which the colors are distilledfrom the experiences of the senses, and the design drawn
from the convolutions of the intellect." These complementary processes seem to represent two
qualities of experience, and they find a direct counterpart in the process of therapy. In psycho-
therapy, too, we find an experiential-affective process on the one hand and a perceptual-cognitive
process on the other; and the core of the process of therapy lies in the blending of the two-that
is to say, in the process ofexperience-with-meaning. For it is precisely this creation ofcongruence
between sensory and cognitive experience that is the essence ofthe integrative act.

One of the problems in making such a formulation more explicit is that to a considerable extent
the most important aspects of it can only be inferred when we are limited to client's verbal
behavior. But what we firean is that a client will feel the sensory and emotional quality of what
it feels like to be lonely, or to be afraid, and also to understand that this is what he/she feels. This
does not imply the necessity to verbalize these feelings as such, but simply to know them. Often
this process remains implicit in some aspect of the client's behavior; sometimes, however, the
client considers the experience in verbal terms and thus adds to our own understanding of it. One
such illustration is given in the following two excerpts. The frst focuses more directly upon the
experiential-affective process and the second, taken from the next interview, is a more nearly
retrospective account.

I.
C: Sometimes I just feel very angry; not always. Perhaps it's where it's someone I know quite

well, and on whom I'm depending. What gets me most is their indifference, or where they're
placing some burden on me. My feeling is, "I'm depending on you and you're not coming
through." I was working with my friends in the library a few nights ago and they had a book
I needed. I had a deadline to make and I asked them to lend it to me. And what did they do?
They just kidded around and held on to the book. Well, I just went over to the stacks and
got a copy of the book myself.

In your need, they were indifferent to you. That hurt.

Particularly when I was depending on them! Being let down, and even I associated it with
some of the feelings I'd get when I was belittled.

You could almost feel childlike about it. And you felt let down. Perhaps even abandoned

by them.

T:

C:
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C: Abandoned, yes. Abandoned. When you say abandoned that really his me on the head.

(Pause) Like my early feelings of rejection. I was rejected; I did feel rejected. t was all alone

in a big family.

T: In the midst of all these people, you felt alone.

C: Yes, alone and afraid, in a world I never made.

2. (The next day)

C: I really felt quite strange the last time I was here. I felt that in a sense I was a witness to my

own regression. I really felt very much like a kid again; maybe a lot of my childish feelings

carne out, and in one way it's an embarrassing thing.

T: It's embarrassing to actually feel like a child.

C: Yes. I know I have those feelings and I've tried to put them out of my mind, or I would never

pursue them very far.

T: Is it that they just didn't seem appropriate feelings to have now?

C: They were too threatening. "Don't think about it," I'd say. "[ct's go out." And I've had

certain inklings about them and a certain amount of insight about them. I wasn't as blind to

them, but I never let it go too far before.

T: It isn't at all that you werc blind to them, it's just that they never did come as close to you

as last time. I mean really close.

C: (Slowly) Really close.

What does it mean when the client said that hdshe was a witness to hisftrer own regression?
This could be simply a figure of speech, but it is more likely that the client was experiencing in
some physiological-emotional sense what it is like to be a child and to feel deserted.

In the foregoing formulation, the concept of therapy as the resolution of conflict is relegat€d
to a position of secondary importance, but rather that it is an outcome, a consequence of the
therapeutic experience, and not the process to which the counselor gives his/her attention during
the therapeutic hour.

The exposition of the therapeutic process here presented may make good clinical sense; it may
even correspond with the experiences and observation of some therapists. But what it does not
yet do is to present an argument in testable terms. We should like, therefore, to carry further the
ideas presented here to see whether we can move a step further toward operational meaning. In
this connection, we may refer again to the earlier statement by Carson McCullers; where she has

described two qualities of response we have said that their integration represents the process of
therapy. However, Carson McCullers is not only describing processes inherent in therapy but in
thinking of them as color and form she is literally naming in Rorschach terms the perceptual
modalities through which these processes may be infened; indeed, in Rorschach terminology
the integration of form and color-the FC response--represents the integration of affect and
cognition and stands as the perceprual behavior most indicative of emotional maturity. But we
have also defined the therapeutic experience in these terms. Thus it may be appropriate to
characterize the therapeutic process as an FC experience.

There are lines of evidence sufhciently reasonable to make this analogy a real possibility in
thinking about the therapeutic process. For example, Wittenborn (1950) has shown that color
responses and form responses are factorially distinct, thus suggesting that when we characterize
them as two different qualities of response we are on the right track. With regard to FC as such,
Beck showed in 1938 that normal adults have a significantly greater proportion of FC responses

than do schizophrenics. This finding was confirmed in another study as yet unpublished. In a
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study of even closer relevance because it dealt with the effect of therapy upon Rorschach
responses, Haimowitz (1948) reported a 50Va decrease in the number of clients showing
impoverished FC records (one FC response or less) on post-therapy as compared with pre-therapy
records. No such shift was shown in the control group. These lines of evidence open the
possibility that intemal aspects of therapy may be studied in terms of an FC conceptrepresentative
of the forms of the therapeutic experience we have earlier described.

Although we have thus far emphasized the experiential-affective medium of the therapeutic
process, one can by no means relegate the perceptual-cognitive frctors in therapy to a position
of unimportance. These are the ways in which ones sees or understands himself/herself to be, the
ways in which one organizes his/her view of the world. As such, they are important in they are
important in their influence upon behavior. In terms of the perceptual-cognitive modaliry, therapy
is a process in which one seeks out the troubled and incongruous aspects ofthe self, and reorders
these cognitions-of-self into a pattem more harmonious with total experience.

The Function of the Therapist

If we accept the premise set forth earlier, that therapy is an experiencing-symbolizing process

through which a client comes to know himself/trenelf more fully, then it follows logically that
the function of the therapist is to provide the psychological climate in which such a process can
takeplace. Now if we combine this view of therapy with client-centered theory's emphasis upon
the individual's drive toward self-actualization, we then have the elements which determine the
psychological climate in client-centered therapy. As we spell out this climate in terms of the
counselor's behavior, we can define the counselor's activity in five-fold terms, as follows:
1. The counselor enters into the feeling life of the client.

2. The counselor concenEates upon the intemal frame of reference of the client.

3. The counselor attempts to act with empathic understanding of ttre client.

4. The counselorprovides an accepting, non-evaluative atmosphere.

5. The counselor acts in terms of his/her own degree of integration as a person.

All of these activities are highly related, but they can be separated for purposes of clearer
analysis. The first two of these aspects of the counselor's function have to do with the direction
of his/trer attention. The counselor centers his/trer attention upon the feeling life of the client as

it is being experienced by the client himselfitrerself at that moment in time. We might well have
combined these first two activities into one, except that we wish to emphasize that it is the "feeling
life" aspects of the client' s behavior to which the counselor attends. In this activity both counselor
and client are working, as Rogers has put it, at the "cutting edge of awareness." This seems to
lead to a fuller development of the feelings which the client and counselor are trying at that
moment to understand, and also to make clearer the meanings of these feelings. To use ourearlier
analogy of color and form, the counselor fosters the development of the color experience and
quite often serves also a form-giving function-that is, by his/her very attempt at verbal
understanding, he/she helps to lend delineation to tentative, obscure expression.

lrt us digress for a moment to describe what the counselor does not do in therapy. In the area
of counselor participation, the term most often used to describe his/her activities is "reflection
of feeling;" this terms seems quite inadequate, because it simply does not describe what is taking
place psychologically, nor does it convey any clear description of the counselor's actual
contribution to the therapeutic process. Reflection connotes communication in which the coun-
selor remains untouched and uninvolved. and in which the material of communication remains
unchanged. These things may happen in therapy, but when they do they are not likely to help the
client. Indeed, this description touches upon the kind of error that can be made when client-cen-
tered therapy goes wrong. Where more interpretive therapies risk the enor of undue intervention
in the client' s emotional life, client-centered therapy risks the error of undue emotional insulation
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from the client. Neither of these errors need necessarily occur; but they are the ways in which

each therapy is most likely to go wrong when it does.

Irt us retum then to a psychologically meaningful description of the counselor' s participation

in therapy. We have said that the counselor fosters emotional release and also helps to add

understanding to the client's expression. To heighten the point, let us examine client-counselor

interaction at meaningful points in therapy. In this connection, when we ask the question, "What

interaction is taking place at those moments in therapy when the client feels most deeply

understood?", our answer is that quite probably the counselor has expressed that symbolization

of feeling which is exactly congruent with the client's emotional experience. In our earlier

terminology, this is precisely the process which represents the act of integration and we here

imply that the counselor participates in a crucial way in implementing this experience.

ei *tis juncture it may be helpful to reiterate that therapy as a process is concemed with

experiencing rather than resolving conflicts, because for the counselor this means that he/she

will notbe particularly seekingclosure on any aspect ofthe client's experience. In fact, it is likely
that there are few things more calculated to prevent the full development of experience than the

search for closure.
We have indicated that the first two of the therapist's activities listed earlier described the

direction of the counselor's attention. The second two, those having to do with acceptance and

empathic understanding, together define the emotional climate of therapy as one which is meant

to be a secure, threat-free environment in which a person can explore one's feelings. I-et us be

clear on this point, that clients do not necessarily perceive the situation as free of threat,

particularly in early stages of therapy. Sometimes there can be few things more alarming to a

client than the fluid and acultural structure of such a situation; indeed, it is probably not possible

to set a therapeutic situation that is entirely threat-free. However, what this does mean is the

external threat is minimized and the client can gradually perceive that whatever threat exists

cofires out of hisftrer own inner feelings.
A further word is in order about the meaning of empathic understanding. The concept of

empathy is part of a larger class of concepts which deal with feeling relationships between

individuals, concepts such as sympathy, identification, projection, and the like. The distinguish-

ing feanrre of empathy, and a factor important for therapy, is that the counselor who acts

empathically enters into the feelings of a person, while at the same time being quite clear as to

the distinction between the client's feelings and his/her own.
There is one further aspect ofthe general relation between counselor personaliry and therapy

which we should like to consider. By and large, therapeutic theory does not have a geat deal to

say about this question except to state the desirability of emotional maturity in a counselor, and

to consider the question in relation to counter-fiansference. Yet it is also true that therapy, being

an interpersonal relationship betweencounselor andclient, brings thepersonality of the counselor

into an inseparable relation to the therapeutic process. We must then raise the question of the

harmony between counselor penonality and therapeutic method. For it is most likely that therapy

will be more effective for any given counselor when his/her own ways of functioning in therapy

are in accord with his/her own inner organization--that is, when the methods hdshe uses are

congruent with his/trer own beliefs, attitudes, and values. This is simply another way of saying

that the therapist will function most effectively when he/she himselflherself is integrated in

his/trer behavior as a therapist. What this means is that with regard to the formulation of the

therapist's function and behavior we can assume some degree of variabiliry which can best be

understood in terms of the uniquely individual personality organization of the therapist, regard-

less of the theory and method he/she uses. Stating the case this way does not relieve us from the

necessity of arriving ultimately at a point where we can state more clearly which behaviors are

helpful to therapy and which are not. At the present, however, our formulation of the therapist's
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role must leave room for individual-therapist differences in behavior, even though we cannot yet
spell out what the nature of these differences will be.
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